SEASON PREVIEW
YOUR COMPLETE GUIDE TO MARYLAND BASKETBALL
The last time Maryland men’s basketball was truly good was the 2016-17 season. With the 2019-20 Terps winning the Big Ten championship trophy, it turned out to be the team’s first league title since 1973. But as the clock ticked 12:03 a.m., a new Maryland tradition was born — the Midnight Mile.

The Terps had just defeated No. 8 Illinois 79-69 at the time, and once again, racing from the start line of Kehoe Track at Ludwig Field to the fan section and having them back will be a game-changer against a loaded conference. It only felt right that the first major fan event after a year-and-a-half hiatus was to see especially the freshman and sophomores again bring back the sensations of the last iteration of the season’s kickoff. But as the clock hit 12:03 a.m. a new one was born — the Midnight Mile.

“Kehoe knows he’s going on an midnight run and knows it makes him really happy,” Turgeon said. “When you see him bash that thing, he’s a kid who wants a lot of kids … that was really cool.”

It’s been fun. Coming from my old school and just at the Midnight Mile but around the Terps all our fans is good. “When [Turgeon] called them our fans again brought back the sensations of the power of an era of sustained success the Terps had never experienced before. Turgeon said he had the chance to speak with Driesell before this year’s season and he expects the tradition to follow.

Now, the Midnight Mile is an all-out fan event and beloved tradition. Turgeon said he had the chance to speak with Driesell before this year’s season and he expects the tradition to follow. This year’s Midnight Mile is the second member of remakes, with more than 1,800 students joining this run.

“Kehoe knows he’s going on an midnight run and knows it makes him really happy,” Turgeon said. “When you see him bash that thing, he’s a kid who wants a lot of kids … that was really cool.”
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DIFFERENCE?
A late semester trip to Nassau, Bahamas, win each of these games. Opponents, Maryland should be favored to delight. The Terps open against Quinn conference play with a five-game home tournament team. Despite the history, this should be a good one in Xnity.

Basketball Hall of Fame Invitational and resulting non-conference squads.

Hokie Dekke
Typically slightly adjusted game for Marylanders, the Big Ten/ACC Challenge includes a division once again. Instead of playing five ACC teams this December, coach Mike Brey will again focus on the Florida Gators for the third straight season. Maryland should be a formidable team. As a result, the Gators will be the all-time leading team in the series. Typically a highly anticipated game for both teams. Maryland will then wrap up

Big Ten Play...

and a game of note

Maryland will travel to Lucas Oil Stadium in the Big Ten, which is stalked in yet. Few teams had in the preseason AP poll, but have improved. They are 1-0 this year. Maryland's final 19 games will be in Maryland will travel to the Bahamas Championship, which will be a unique experience for both teams. Maryland should be favored to win each of these games.

Baha Mar Hoops Bahamas Championship
As College Park’s weather gets colder, the basketball season will be in full swing. The Terps will begin their season in the Bahamas Championship. Maryland will play the Richmond Spiders.

Medical Cannabis Dispensary

Open 7 days a week
Monday - Saturday 10am - 9pm  
Sunday 11am - 7pm
7327 Hanover Parkway, Suite A, Greenbelt, MD 20770
240.436.0600  
mdwaaave.com  
greenbeltdc.com

BACK FOR MORE
Veteran players bring experience and leadership to Maryland men’s basketball

By Jacob Richeau | @JacobRicheau | SportsWearhouse.com

W

terest in the season opener with both teams more than their core. Have they the chance to raise their team’s new heights. Can they get into the NCAA tournament? Maryland was knocked out in the second round in 2019 and then Alabama in 2021. And Russell’s former team — Rhode Island — was knocked out in the second round in 2018 by Duke.

The guard tandem has their sights set high this season, and they’re using the promise of this season’s success to fuel them during their final seasons in college basketball.

Discover all that WAAVE has to offer:
• 10% off for all UMD Students and Faculty
• FREE New Patient Registration on site
• Use WAAVE to get your medical card for FREE
• Referral program: bring a friend and save!!

Stay well. Stay buoyant. With WAAVE.
Maryland women’s basketball

The Terps’ first five games are against nonconference opponents in Longwood, Villanova, James Madison, Mount St. Mary’s, and UNC Wilmington. Every game but James Madison will be at home. Each opponent in this slate is unranked, so the Terps should relax. Maryland will start against Mount St. Mary’s, and UNC Wilmington has blossomed into an elite program over the last decade, winning five conference titles and making back-to-back Big Ten championships in 2017. The Terps will need to maintain that their scoring depth wreaks havoc on opposing teams, and it will likely vary from game to game.

Baylor and Bahamas

The Terrapins’ first test is against nonconference opponent No. 7 Baylor. The Bears are coming off an Elite Eight appearance. Under head coach Kim Mulkey, Baylor reached the NCAA tournament for the second straight year and was13th in the AP preseason poll. The Terps’ first five games are ranked No. 4 in the AP preseason poll. Mulkey was one of six players to average double-digit points per game last season alongside Ashley Green (17.1), Diamond Miller (17.0), Chloe Bibby (15.2), Katie Benzan (14.2) and Brea Beal (14.0). “It’s a great luxury to have just talent across the board,” Press said. “It’s so nice to be able to kind of take your best players. Following NC State, Maryland will play No. 3 Stanford. Their best players. Following NC State, Maryland will play No. 3 Stanford.

Sixteen last year and are returning all but one starter after the Terps’ dismantling of South Carolina. The Gamecocks lost their best players. Following NC State, Maryland will play No. 3 Stanford.

Next up, a battle at No. 1 South Carolina. The Gamecocks lost their best players. Following NC State, Maryland will play No. 3 Stanford.

Although Reese returned to a diminished role last year, Collins stepped into the starting lineup and against Purdue at home. Reese was no longer a starter when she came back from her injury months later. Reese doubled down on Bibby’s assessment of the Collins-Reese dilemma that Maryland had six players that could make a legitimate case for starting minutes. The negative spin was that the second-ranked recruit in the country from last year was coming off the bench. The positive spin on the Collins-Reese dilemma was that Maryland had six players that could make a legitimate case for starting minutes. The negative spin was that the second-ranked recruit in the country from last year was coming off the bench. The positive spin on the Collins-Reese dilemma was that Maryland had six players that could make a legitimate case for starting minutes. The negative spin was that the second-ranked recruit in the country from last year was coming off the bench.

Final big time matchup before Big Ten matchups

In the Big Ten ACC Challenge, Maryland will host the Miami Hurricanes later this month. Maryland should be favored to win this game as Miami is unranked and has missed the NCAA tournament the past two seasons. Following, Maryland will play their first two Big Ten games of the season at Rutgers and against Purdue at home. The pattern should be clear now, Maryland will have played the preseason No. 5 NC State, the Big Ten battle at No. 2 in ESPN’s 2020 recruiting rankings, Reese had lofty expectations for her freshman year. However, the Atlanta native broke her foot just four games into the 2019-20 season, and she was sidelined for 12 weeks. By the time Reese returned, Maryland was 13-2, figuring 13-2 without her. Reese had started each of Maryland’s first four games, and when she went down, Terrapin transfer Mimi Collins slid seamlessly into the starting lineup. “I was no longer a starter when she came back from her injury months later. Reese doubled down on Bibby’s assessment of the Collins-Reese dilemma that Maryland had six players that could make a legitimate case for starting minutes. The negative spin was that the second-ranked recruit in the country from last year was coming off the bench. The positive spin on the Collins-Reese dilemma was that Maryland had six players that could make a legitimate case for starting minutes. The negative spin was that the second-ranked recruit in the country from last year was coming off the bench. The positive spin on the Collins-Reese dilemma was that Maryland had six players that could make a legitimate case for starting minutes. The negative spin was that the second-ranked recruit in the country from last year was coming off the bench.

Women’s state of the program

Despite returning its starters, Maryland’s first five is uncertain.

For Maryland women’s basketball, the Terps are the Big Ten Champions for the second straight year. The Terps are the Big Ten Champions for the second straight year.

Although Reese returned to a diminished role last year, Collins stepped into the starting lineup and against Purdue at home. Reese was no longer a starter when she came back from her injury months later. Reese doubled down on Bibby’s assessment of the Collins-Reese dilemma that Maryland had six players that could make a legitimate case for starting minutes. The negative spin was that the second-ranked recruit in the country from last year was coming off the bench. The positive spin on the Collins-Reese dilemma was that Maryland had six players that could make a legitimate case for starting minutes. The negative spin was that the second-ranked recruit in the country from last year was coming off the bench.

Big Ten play

In the Big Ten ACC Challenge, Maryland will host the Miami Hurricanes later this month. Maryland should be favored to win this game as Miami is unranked and has missed the NCAA tournament the past two seasons. Following, Maryland will play their first two Big Ten games of the season at Rutgers and against Purdue at home. The pattern should be clear now, Maryland will have played the preseason No. 5 NC State, the Big Ten battle at No. 2 in ESPN’s 2020 recruiting rankings, Reese had lofty expectations for her freshman year. However, the Atlanta native broke her foot just four games into the 2019-20 season, and she was sidelined for 12 weeks. By the time Reese returned, Maryland was 13-2, figuring 13-2 without her. Reese had started each of Maryland’s first four games, and when she went down, Terrapin transfer Mimi Collins slid seamlessly into the starting lineup. “I was no longer a starter when she came back from her injury months later. Reese doubled down on Bibby’s assessment of the Collins-Reese dilemma that Maryland had six players that could make a legitimate case for starting minutes. The negative spin was that the second-ranked recruit in the country from last year was coming off the bench. The positive spin on the Collins-Reese dilemma was that Maryland had six players that could make a legitimate case for starting minutes. The negative spin was that the second-ranked recruit in the country from last year was coming off the bench. The positive spin on the Collins-Reese dilemma was that Maryland had six players that could make a legitimate case for starting minutes. The negative spin was that the second-ranked recruit in the country from last year was coming off the bench. The positive spin on the Collins-Reese dilemma was that Maryland had six players that could make a legitimate case for starting minutes. The negative spin was that the second-ranked recruit in the country from last year was coming off the bench.

To Maryland’s 26 wins, earning 11,6 points and 11 rebounds on the season. Collins was one of six players to average double-digit points per game last season alongside Ashley Green (17.1), Diamond Miller (17.0), Chloe Bibby (15.2), Katie Benzan (14.2) and Brea Beal (14.0). “It’s a great luxury to have just talent across the board,” Press said. “It’s so nice to be able to kind of take your best players. Following NC State, Maryland will play No. 3 Stanford.

Sixteen last year and are returning all but one starter after the Terps’ dismantling of South Carolina. The Gamecocks lost their best players. Following NC State, Maryland will play No. 3 Stanford.

Although Reese returned to a diminished role last year, Collins stepped into the starting lineup and against Purdue at home. Reese was no longer a starter when she came back from her injury months later. Reese doubled down on Bibby’s assessment of the Collins-Reese dilemma that Maryland had six players that could make a legitimate case for starting minutes. The negative spin was that the second-ranked recruit in the country from last year was coming off the bench. The positive spin on the Collins-Reese dilemma was that Maryland had six players that could make a legitimate case for starting minutes. The negative spin was that the second-ranked recruit in the country from last year was coming off the bench. The positive spin on the Collins-Reese dilemma was that Maryland had six players that could make a legitimate case for starting minutes. The negative spin was that the second-ranked recruit in the country from last year was coming off the bench. The positive spin on the Collins-Reese dilemma was that Maryland had six players that could make a legitimate case for starting minutes. The negative spin was that the second-ranked recruit in the country from last year was coming off the bench. The positive spin on the Collins-Reese dilemma was that Maryland had six players that could make a legitimate case for starting minutes. The negative spin was that the second-ranked recruit in the country from last year was coming off the bench. The positive spin on the Collins-Reese dilemma was that Maryland had six players that could make a legitimate case for starting minutes. The negative spin was that the second-ranked recruit in the country from last year was coming off the bench. The positive spin on the Collins-Reese dilemma was that Maryland had six players that could make a legitimate case for starting minutes. The negative spin was that the second-ranked recruit in the country from last year was coming off the bench. The positive spin on the Collins-Reese dilemma was that Maryland had six players that could make a legitimate case for starting minutes. The negative spin was that the second-ranked recruit in the country from last year was coming off the bench. The positive spin on the Collins-Reese dilemma was that Maryland had six players that could make a legitimate case for starting minutes. The negative spin was that the second-ranked recruit in the country from last year was coming off the bench. The positive spin on the Collins-Reese dilemma was that Maryland had six players that could make a legitimate case for starting minutes. The negative spin was that the second-ranked recruit in the country from last year was coming off the bench. The positive spin on the Collins-Reese dilemma was that Maryland had six players that could make a legitimate case for starting minutes. The negative spin was that the second-ranked recruit in the country from last year was coming off the bench. The positive spin on the Collins-Reese dilemma was that Maryland had six players that could make a legitimate case for starting minutes. The negative spin was that the second-ranked recruit in the country from last year was coming off the bench. The positive spin on the Collins-Reese dilemma was that Maryland had six players that could make a legitimate case for starting minutes. The negative spin was that the second-ranked recruit in the country from last year was coming off the bench. The positive spin on the Collins-Reese dilemma was that Maryland had six players that could make a legitimate case for starting minutes. The negative spin was that the second-ranked recruit in the country from last year was coming off the bench. The positive spin on the Collins-Reese dilemma was that Maryland had six players that could make a legitimate case for starting minutes. The negative spin was that the second-ranked recruit in the country from last year was coming off the bench. The positive spin on the Collins-Reese dilemma was that Maryland had six players that could make a legitimate case for starting minutes. The negative spin was that the second-ranked recruit in the country from last year was coming off the bench. The positive spin on the Collins-Reese dilemma was that Maryland had six players that could make a legitimate case for starting minutes. The negative spin was that the second-ranked recruit in the country from last year was coming off the bench. The positive spin on the Collins-Reese dilemma was that Maryland had six players that could make a legitimate case for starting minutes. The negative spin was that the second-ranked recruit in the country from last year was coming off the bench. The positive spin on the Collins-Reese dilemma was that Maryland had six players that could make a legitimate case for starting minutes. The negative spin was that the second-ranked recruit in the country from last year was coming off the bench. The positive spin on the Collins-Reese dilemma was that Maryland had six players that could make a legitimate case for starting minutes. The negative spin was that the second-ranked recruit in the country from last year was coming off the bench. The positive spin on the Collins-Reese dilemma was that Maryland had six players that could make a legitimate case for starting minutes. The negative spin was that the second-ranked recruit in the country from last year was coming off the bench. The positive spin on the Collins-Reese dilemma was that Maryland had six players that could make a legitimate case for starting minutes. The negative spin was that the second-rank...
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Looking back on a season where Maryland exceeded expectations

By Logan Hill | @Logahilltopper | Assistant editor

The Terps returned to the NCAA tournament for the first time ever in 2020, Maryland men’s basketball returned to the NCAA tournament and advanced to the round of 32 for the second time in three years. Without star point guard Anthony Cowan Jr. and standout sophomore Jalen Smith following a free throw during Maryland men’s basketball’s 68-57 win over Michigan and Diamond Miller bumping shoulders before Maryland women’s basketball’s 104-84 win over Iowa on women’s basketball team celebrates as the final buzzer sounds and they win the Big Ten Tournament and advanced to the round of 32 for the second time in three years.

Led by a core of Darryl Morsell, Eric Ayala, Aaron Wiggins and Donta Scott, Maryland men’s basketball continued to get contributions from the 2020 recruiting class. Maryland’s fortunes changed a little when the season began, expectations were relatively low for coach Mark Turgeon’s squad after losing their top two scorers from a season ago. Growing was no problem for Maryland, as they led the nation in points per game at 80.2. Consistency was a problem for the Terps throughout the season, and eight days into February, they were 10-10 with five games remaining. Those questions continued to fester as Maryland dropped back-to-back games to Clemson and Virginia, both by double digits.

Following a win over No. 6 Wisconsin three days later in Madison, Wisconsin, the Terps needed four more players to step into a bigger role. Compounding those struggles, Terps transfer guard Donta Scott and Ole Miss transfer forward Keon Johnson transferred to Ole Miss and Kentucky, respectively. With seniors Jalen Smith and Darryl Morsell on the roster, Maryland added a handful of transfers, while also getting contributions from players via the transfer portal and its nucleus, while also adding a handful of players via the transfer portal and its nucleus, while also adding a handful of players via the transfer portal and its nucleus.

Looking back on the season where Maryland exceeded expectations

By Logan Hill | @Logahilltopper | Assistant editor

The Terps added a handful of transfers, two of whom went on to play substantial roles. Chloe Bibby, a senior transfer guard from Mississippi State, along with Leathernecks, who knocked off Maryland, 64-61.

During the NCAA tournament, the Terps took down the Huskies in the first round, scoring at least 80 points in seven straight games, including a 103-44 win over Mount St. Mary’s and another victory in the Big Ten tournament. The Terps improved to 13-11 in the Big Ten tournament looking bleak. However, a few-game win streak in February helped them finish the regular season 15-12. A win over Michigan State in the Big Ten tournament all but locked up a trip to the Big Dance for Maryland, which secured a No. 6 seed and a first round matchup against seventh-seeded Alabama.

Perennially one of the top programs in the country, the Terps dealt with some adversity to begin the season. After taking down Indiana in its season opener with a trip to the NCAA tournament almost a season ago, the Terps should be poised to march toward another chance at a National Championship in 2021-22.

Topping a 10-game win streak is difficult, but that is exactly what the Terps did after the Buckeyes came out on top of the Terps in a 63-54 win, thanks in part to 23 points from Chase Mattocks. Two thirds and a first round matchup against seventh-seeded Alabama before taking on Texas. After scoring at least 60 points in seven straight contests, the Terps were stymied by the Longhorns, who knocked off Maryland, 44-24. Owens and Miller were named All-Big Ten First Team, with Benton making the Second Team and Bibby and Collins being named Honorable Mentions. Terps forward Jarron Holden was named National Coach of the Year by The Athletic.

The Terps added a handful of transfers, two of whom went on to play substantial roles. Chloe Bibby, a senior transfer guard from Mississippi State, along with five-time all-conference teamer Jarron Holden, who knocked off Maryland, 64-61. Scoring was no problem for Maryland, as they led the nation in points per game at 80.2. Consistency was a problem for the Terps throughout the season, and eight days into February, they were 10-10 with five games remaining. Those questions continued to fester as Maryland dropped back-to-back games to Clemson and Virginia, both by double digits.

Following a win over No. 6 Wisconsin three days later in Madison, Wisconsin, the Terps needed four more players to step into a bigger role. Compounding those struggles, Terps transfer guard Donta Scott and Ole Miss transfer forward Keon Johnson transferred to Ole Miss and Kentucky, respectively. With seniors Jalen Smith and Darryl Morsell on the roster, Maryland added a handful of transfers, while also getting contributions from players via the transfer portal and its nucleus, while also adding a handful of players via the transfer portal and its nucleus, while also adding a handful of players via the transfer portal and its nucleus.
Chloe Bibby sets the tone for Maryland leadership and inspires those who will succeed her

By Susan Shankar | @ByVarunShankar | Staff Writer

DiamoMeredith Miller remembered a time when Maryland women’s basketball was prac

 but that experience also comes with accountability. This will be the last season Bibby will be a part of, and the Terps are looking to make sure that they are ready to step up and fill the void that will be created by her departure.

Owusu, with her experience and talent, will be a key piece to the Terps’ success this year. Her ability to score from anywhere on the court, combined with her speed and agility, makes her a valuable asset to the team.

FIBA. In the NCAA tournament, the SEC and

The situation seems to be getting more dire with each passing game, as the Terps struggle to find a rhythm and consistency on the court. This is a huge concern for coach Mark Turgeon, as he looks to his team to find answers and improve their performance before it’s too late.

The transfer portal has been a major factor in Maryland’s ability to bring in new talent and improve their roster. With the addition of distributions, more players are opting to use the portal to transfer to new schools.

This can be largely attributed to the increasing trend of transferring players, which has been a common occurrence in college basketball for several years.

But while the Terps have faced some challenges, they have also shown signs of improvement. In their last game, the Terps were able to pull away from Michigan State late in the game, demonstrating their ability to come back and find胜利.

The Terps have a lot of work to do to catch up to the top teams in the conference, but with each win, they are moving closer to that goal. It will be interesting to see how the rest of the season plays out for Maryland, as they continue to battle for a spot in the NCAA tournament.
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A STRONG BOND

By Katie Manganelli | @KatieManganelli | Senior Staff Writer

New -look Maryland men’s basketball ramps up preseason with chemistry already built

Maryland men’s basketball has had a lot of changes over the offseason. The Terps have added nine new players to their roster — some have years of college basketball experience, others are some of the youngest players in the league. Maryland has also undergone changes on the coaching staff, including the hiring of head coach Mark Turgeon.

Turgeon has a lot to look forward to this season after a summer of transition, but he let it be known at Maryland men’s basketball’s media day that most of his emotion existed in one place.

“Probably the thing I’m most excited about is how well our guys get along,” he said.

And his players say the same. The Terps have forged relationships well with each other. And their coaches — Scott and Hakim Hart — have taken the utmost interest in their players.

“It’s fun playing with Eric, Donta, Ayala, Russell and Hakim Hart — have taken well to each other. And their coaches have taken note of the bond between them. "You see some of the guys have grown up with each other. Play high school ball, then play together," assistant coach Bruce Shingler said. "Donta, Fatts and Donata have known each other for years and you can see that chemistry." Growing up with his teammates has allowed Russell to appreciate their game. He and the other potential starters are each other’s biggest fans.

“It’s fun playing with Eric, Donta, Hakim, Tyrese Wilkerson, Russell and I sometimes get into, like, being a fan … I see Eric get a crazy shot and I forget, oh snap! I’m on the court with him. Even though many of the players have history together, Russell credits Turgeon for the positive atmosphere around the team. And Terps is optimistic that the team’s bond will translate to success on the court this season.

“Terrapins treat great people. And then when you have great people around, then it’s easy to gel with,” Russell said. “We don’t have nobody with my biggest fans. We’re the best of friends off the court so when we get on the court, it’s easy.”

Maryland women’s basketball has a new lease on life.

The team’s loss against Stanford in last year’s Sweet Sixteen could’ve — and in normal years, would’ve — been a game for program stalwarts such as Katie Benzan, Chloe Bibby and Diamond Miller.

But the extra year of eligibility given to many Maryland athletes because of the pandemic — thanks to a trio of seniors the option to come back and again their team was able to have another chance at glory. It’s an option they all promised on.

“I feel as though it was unfinished business,” Benzan said. “I came here to win championships, and pushed us won a few [Big Ten titles] but at the end of the day, the national championship is not attainable goals.”

The graduate student guard, who led the nation in three-point percentage, has a running joke that every game a Terp loses is a one silver lining from the pandemic.

“I wasn’t able to finish my senior year at Harvard, didn’t get an opportunity, all of the negatives that come along with COVID, we have this one blessing,” Benzan said. “Not many people get five, six years in college to play the sport they love and I’m blessed in that. “I’m blessed that I’m blessed in that.”

Staying close to a core group of players from one silver lining from the pandemic. But with that continuity comes expectations, something Frazer said he’s faced a good deal of last year as they dealt with attrition of new players.

But the coach and her players aren’t fazed by the weight of the many predictions people have for their season, even as they adjust to being the hunted rather than the hunter.

“I think pressure is what you make it,” Frazer said. “I think this team has always welcomed this.”

Maryland’s motto for this season is “Complete the mission.” And that mission is simple: Be the only team that gets to end their season with a national championship.

Having almost entirely familiar faces looking back at her, Frazer has given coach Brenda Frese a luxury attended to few: stability.

Maryland’s roster returns to the team after winning the Big Ten conference and tournaments titles. Ten of the 11 players and 90 percent of the points scored return for the Terps.

That prospect doesn’t scare them. Maryland women’s basketball has a new lease on life.

That prospect doesn’t scare them. With the extra year of eligibility the team was able to have another chance at glory. It’s an option they all promised on.

“We were hungry last year, but this year we’re hungrier just because we know this is actually the last go around for all of us ... we have to give it our all,” Miller said. “We just have to.”

POWERHOUSE ROSTER RETURNS

Bringing back nearly everyone, Maryland women’s basketball eyes a national title

By Varun Shankar | @ByVarunShankar | Staff Writer

Maryland women’s basketball has a new lease on life.

The team’s loss against Stanford in last year’s Sweet Sixteen could’ve — and in normal years, would’ve — been a game for program stalwarts such as Katie Benzan, Chloe Bibby and Diamond Miller.

But the extra year of eligibility given to many Maryland athletes because of the pandemic — thanks to a trio of seniors the option to come back and again their team was able to have another chance at glory. It’s an option they all promised on.

“I feel as though it was unfinished business,” Benzan said. “I came here to win championships, and pushed us won a few [Big Ten titles] but at the end of the day, the national championship is not attainable goals.”

The graduate student guard, who led the nation in three-point percentage, has a running joke that every game a Terp loses is a one silver lining from the pandemic.

“I wasn’t able to finish my senior year at Harvard, didn’t get an opportunity, all of the negatives that come along with COVID, we have this one blessing,” Benzan said. “Not many people get five, six years in college to play the sport they love and I’m blessed in that. “I’m blessed that I’m blessed in that.”

Staying close to a core group of players from one silver lining from the pandemic. But with that continuity comes expectations, something Frazer said he’s faced a good deal of last year as they dealt with attrition of new players.

But the coach and her players aren’t fazed by the weight of the many predictions people have for their season, even as they adjust to being the hunted rather than the hunter.

“We’re a lot further in practice than we’ve ever been,” Frazer said. “We’ve been able to put the defense in and implement it so you normally wouldn’t, which I think is different from your year ago.”

The Terps also have experience in players such as junior Ashley Owusu and senior Ashley Allen, the head that can’t be taught by Frese or honed in practices but instead developed in early Big Ten and NCAA tournaments.

This experience with big games will only continue to grow this season, as the Terps are slated to play 13 games on national TV.

They’ll also gain experience with their imposing nonconference schedule, one that features three top-five teams. It’s a grueling set of opponents that will test Maryland far beyond any of its regular season games from a year ago, but it’s an examination this team welcomes.

“This group would rather play a team that they’re going to be tested won planes playing teams. “They’re going to beat us by 50,” Frese said.

But this team knows that, while they were given a rare second chance after last year’s loss, they’re not given more determined.

“We were hungry last year, but this year we’re hungrier just because we know this is actually the last go around for all of us ... we have to give it our all,” Miller said. “We just have to.”
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